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ABSTRACT

Extensive Kerr electro-optic field mapping and voltage/
current measurements have been taken with highly purified
water over the temperature range of T=0 to 300C using paral-
lel plane electrodes with average field strengths up to
160 kV/cm. The Kerr constant of water B was measured to
be B 4, 3.4 to 3.6xlO14 M/V2 for free-space light wave-
length 590 nm and varies only slightly with temperature
over the measurement range. Photomultiplier tube measure-
ments at 633 nm at 100C found water to have a Kerr con-

stant B % 2.7 to 2.9xl0-14 m/V2 while ethylene glycol had
a negative Kerr constant B % -(.8 to .9)xlO-14 m/V2.
Water/ethylene glycol mixtures had an essentially linear
variation of Kerr constant between these limits as a func-
tion of weight fractions, having a zero Kerr constant at
about 79% glycol/21% water by weight .

With pure water, a HV step has no volume charge at t=O.
For times greater than 500 ps, stainless steel and copper
electrodes generally inject positive charge although under
some conditions with mixed electrodes they injected nega-
tive charge, aluminum electrodes only inject negative
charge, while brass electrodes can inject either positive
or negative charge. Thus, by appropriate choice of elec-
trode material combinations and voltage polarity, it is
possible to have uncharged water, unipolar charged nega-
tive or positive, or bipolar charged water. Generally,
the bipolar case allows a higher applied voltage without
breakdown, presumably due to the lower electric field
strengths at the electrodes due to the space charge
shielding.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPER,IMENTAL APPARATUS

Because of its high dielectric constant, low cost, The water purification system, Kerr electro-optical

and ease of handling and disposal, water and water/ system, HV system, triggering electronics, and record-

ethylene glycol mixtures are being actively investi- ing systems are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.

gated for use as the dielectric in pulse-power capaci- The water is stored in a 200 1 polyethylene thermally

tors, pulse-forming and transmission lines, and insulated holding tank with a stirred bath cooler.

switches [1]. Ethylene glycol is used with water be- It is lifted to the inlet of the water deaeration

cause it maintains high permittivity with a large column using a partial vacuum of 80 kPa which also

resistivity and also allows low temperature operation deaerates the water. Water exits the deaeration

without freezing [2]. Recent charge injection analy- column to a mixed resin bed deionization system which

sis, terminal voltage-current measurements, and Kerr increases the water resistivity to 8l8 MQ2 cm at 25°C
electro-optic field mapping measurements have shown and to %60 MS cm at 6°C. The now purified water is

significant space charge effects on the electric pumped through the test cell at a rate %2 1/mmn.
field distribution [3-6].
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Fig. 1: Schenmtic of Kerr ewZectro-optic experiments showing water purification,
coohing, andcircummation system; optics, highvoho tage suppties, triggering
erdectronics, and recording systems.

Kerr electro-optic field mapping measurements and polariscope system. A photodiode pulse is added to
voltage-current measurements were made using 304 the HV pulse waveform to indicate the time the laser
stainless steel, E.T.P. copper contaning 0.04% oxy- fired, as shown in Fig. 1. Because of the smaller
gen, standard brass; and 6061-T-6 aluminum electrodes Kerr constant of ethylene glycol, Kerr constant mea-
as well as mixed combinations of electrodes, with a surements of ethylene glycol/water mixtures used a
gap spacing of 1 cm. The parallel plate electrodes CW helium-neon laser at 633 nm wavelength with apP21
had length L m, width 32 mm, 9.27 mm thick with photomultiplier tube as detector.
rounded ends and sides of 4.7 mm radius. Some measure-
ments were also made with parallel rod stainless steel
electrodes, 1.1 m long, diameter 12.7 mmi with center- III. KERR EFFECT RELATIONS
to-center spacing 22.7 mm (gap spacing 10 mm) and with
stainless steel coaxial cylindrical electrodes 1. em The HV stressed water is a birefringent medium
long, with innorer 5 e witdectrof 12.7 mm, outer where the refractive indices for light of free space
cylinder inside diameter 38 mm, and outside diameter wavelength A, polarized parallel nll, and perpendicu-
50.8 mm. lar n to the local electric field are related as:

The entire test cell is placed under insulating oil n,,- n = XBE2 (1)
to prevent external flashover. A five-stage, 10 kJ 11
Marx generator is connected to the test cell through where B is the Kerr constant and E is the applied
a protective 5 kQ water resistor. Typical pulse rise electric field magnitude. The phase shift f for light
times are of order 50 Ps with decay times of order propagating in the direction perpendicular to the
5 ms. The test cell voltage is monitored by a capa- plane of the applied electric field along an electrode
citive divider with ratio %3 mV/kV, while the current length L is:
was measured with a current transformer.

For photographic Kerr effect measurements, the 27TBE2L = T(r-)2; Em = 1 (2)
light pulse from an expanded beam of a pulsed tunable m

M

dye laser at wavelength 590 nm is triggered at a con-
trolled delay from the start of the HV pulse and
passed through the test cell placed within a circular
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A. Crossed and AZigned PoZarizers ,ATe4M2l4C
p=16.4Mil-m

C'=VQ 12W0V
If the quarter-wave plates in the optical system m

shown in Fig. 1 are removed, the light intensity for ; r.~c PO.s AhgrdPoizr CrooPorzers
crossed or aligned polarizers at angle a to the elec- t&h IISA5'"11t>V ;1 r
tric field direction eK is: + + + r

sin22(eK-e ) sin2 7 (Crossed Polarizers
I~~~~~K PEM2 (CP) X15;0I<

!-sin22(6Kg0 ) sin2 T2 (s) Aligned Polarizers W
m (AP)

(3) ;0

Thus, the patterns for crossed and aligned polari-zers are the inverse of each other; the maxima for _
one are minima for the other, and vice-versa. Field _
magnitude dependent minima, called isochromatic lines,
and maxima occur when -

nodminima AP t
odd

{ maxima CP

-_ n (4)

m n even { minima CP
(maxima AP

Em is thus the field magnitude for the first maxima
with crossed polarizers and first minima with aligned
polarizers. For our test cells with highly purified
water at X=590 nm, Em;'35 to 36 kV/cm.

Independent of the electric field magnitude, there
will be light minima for crossed polarizers, called
isoclinic lines, and light maxima for aligned polar-
izers wherever the light polarization is parallel or
perpendicular to the local applied electric field, Fig. 2: Kerr electro-optic fringe patterns for stain-
x-Op=0, +r/2, f, which provide a measure of the Zess steel paraZlel cylindrical electrodes using
electric field direction. Maximum transmitted light crossed and aligned polarizers without quarter-wave
intensity occurs when o-0=Xi/4u plates showing field directional dependent isoclinic

Kp Zines that rotate with changes in angZe 0 of inci-
B. CircuZar PoZariscope dent light polarization and fieZd magnitude dependent

isochromatic Zines that do not depend on 0. The
The isoclinic lines can be removed if crossed measurements shown were taken with a water temper-

quarter-wave plates are placed between the polarizers ature of T=26.40C and resistivity p=16.4 MQ cm. The
as in Fig. 1 at an angle of ±450 to the light polari- charging vottage was 120 kV with the measurements
zation. The light transmission intensity is then taken near voZtage crest 60 Vs from start with in-
only field magnitude dependent: stantaneous voZtage k110 kV, and t=1 ms from

start with instantaneous voltage k92 kV. Note the
(E)2 distortion of the isochromatic Zines due to spacesin2 Tr Crossed Polarizers (5) charge at t=1 ms compared to the pattern at t960 ps.

I _ m Em%36.4 kV/cm.
ocos2 E

( _ ) Aligned Polarizers (6)
m IV.KERR CONSTANT MEASUREMENTS

A. ParaZZel Stainless Steel Cylindrical EZectrodes
Measurements with aligned polarizers offer a slight in Water

advantage as the first dark fringe occurs at a k 30%
lower voltage (Vi=Emd) than for crossed polarizers By removing the quarter-wave plates in Fig. 1, iso-
(V2=/f Emd). At higher voltages there is generally chromatic field magnitude dependent lines with the
one more dark fringe with aligned polarizers than with superimposed broad field directional isoclinic lines
crossed polarizers. for various angles of incident light polarization are

shown in Fig. 2 for parallel stainless steel cylindri-
In any Kerr effect photograph, it is possible to cal electrodes [4]. With crossed polarizers, the iso-

tell whether aligned (AP) or crossed (CP) polarizers clinic lines are dark minima while for aligned polari-
were used by looking in the zero field region behind zers they are light maxima as given by (3). At early
the electrodes. With A0, Eqs. (5) and (6) show zero times, the field direction dependent isoclinic and
light intensity with crossed polarizers and maximum field magnitude dependent isochromatic lines agree
light intensity with aligned polarizers. with the theoretical space charge free solution [4,7]

from which the Kerr constant of water is calculated
to be BA3.4 to 3.6xlO-14 M/V2 over the temperature
range of SC to 300C. At early times injected space
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charge does not have time to propagate into the di- To increase sensitivity, a narrow beam from a cw He-Ne
electric volume. However, for t=1 ms in Fig. 2, sig- laser at 633 nm wavelength was aimed down the center
nificant space charge does accumulate in the dielec- of a stainless steel parallel electrode geometry sys-
tric volume and distorts the electric field distribu- tem with a 1P21 photomultiplier tube (PMT) as a de-
tion. This is evidenced by the fringe pattern becom- tector. When a HV pulse with about 50 us risetime
ing significantly non-symmetric along the line joining was applied, the PMT output went through a series of
cylinder centers for times greater than 500 ps after maxima and minima related by the integer n as given
the start of the HV pulse. The electric field near by (4) and shown in Fig. 3. Because the measurements
the positive electrode drops relative to the electric are made at early time, space charge does not have
field at the negative electrode, indicating positive time to migrate into the dielectric volume to distort
charge injection. To verify that this positive charge the electric field distribution from its uniform value
injection is not unique to the particular character- v/Z.
istics of each electrode, polarity reversal still
yields the same amount of positive charge injection
from the now positive opposite electrode. At higher
temperatures, the amount of field distortion is less
because the lower resistivity corresponds to a smaller
dielectric relaxation time.

In this two-dimensional parallel cylindrical geome-
try, it is difficult to calculate accurately the space-
charge density because it is related to the electric
field magnitude and direction by spatial derivatives
of two field components. Parallel plate electrodes
have a uniform light intensity in the central inter-
electrode region when there is no space charge in
the uniform electric field. Space charge is easily
indicated by the presence of dark lines in the central
region between the electrodes due to the resulting
non-uniform electric field. For most of the measure-
ments presented in this paper, parallel plate elec-
trodes were used in the circular polariscope configur- Fig. 3: The output of the IP21 photomultiplier tube
ation. goes through a series of maxima and minima (n=1 to

4) when a 100 kV negative high voltage pulse is
B. EthyZene GZycol/Water Mixtures applied, here shown for 77% water, 23% ethyZene

glycoZ by weight at 2.7°C with crossed poZarizers.
1. Magnitude of the Kerr Constant VoZtage waveform 17 kV/cm, PMT waveform 100 mV/cm,

20 lis/cm. From this measurement, the Kerr constant
Because ethylene glycol has a much smaller Kerr of the mixture at 633 nm wavelength is B%2.2xl0-14

constant than water, photographic measurements as in m/V2 with Emh45.6 kV/cm.
Fig. 2 were much less accurate than for pure water
alone because of the decreased number of dark fringes.

TABLE I

Calculated Values of Electric Field Magnitude Em Necessary for the First
Minima with Aligned Polarizers or the First Maxima with Crossed Polarizers and the

Resulting Values of the Kerr Constant B for Various Mixture Ratios at Various Temperatures

Batio by Weight B,±+ B(T/T )I
so0 Glycoo Temp B-a (10a -'/VI)
S Yt S Wt T(*C) 0OV/8) (10 tmV)TO-2730K

100 0 +10.3 4.06±0.07 +27.8±1.0 +29.901.1
90 10 +3.7 to +4.1 4.20±0.06 +26.0±0.7 +26.7±0.7
82 18 +3.3 to +4.3 4.44±0.07 +23.2±0.8 +23.9+0.8
77 23 +2.5 to +2.8 4.56±0.06 +22.0±0.6 +22.4±0.6
63 37 -0.7 5.05±0.07 +18.0±0.5 +17.9±0.S
42 58 +0.8 to +0.9 6.37±0.10 +11.3±0.3 +11.4±0.3
40 60 +0.2 to +0.3 6.58±0.08 +10.6±0.2 +10.6±0.2
34 66 -1.4 to -0.5 7.89±0.1t +7.4±0.2 +7.3±0.2
30 70 +1.3 to +1.7 9.44±0.15 +5.1±0.2 +5.2±0.2
27 73 -1.7 to +0.1 12.49±0.54 +3.0±0.3 +2.9±0.3
24 76 -0.1 15.30±0.20 +2.0±0.1 +2.0±0.1
21 79 +0.7 to +1.4 >28 <10.61 (10.61
18 82 -2.1 to -0.3 Z20.0 =1.2 z-1.2
15 85 -0.1 to +1.2 12.35 to 12.48 -2.9 to -3.0 -2.9 to -3.0
9 91 -0.5 to +1.1 9.14±0.11 -5.5±0.1 -5.5±0.1
4 96 -1.1 to +1.7 7.77+0.19 -7.6±0.4 -7.6±0.4
4 96 +9.8 to +10.5 8.36-0.23 -6.6±0.4 -7.1±0.4
4 96 +19.4 to 20.0 8.79±0.08 -5.9±0.1 -6.8±0.1
0 100 +10.5 to +11.7 7.40±0.20 -8.4±0.5 -9.1±0.5
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For various ethylene glycol/water mixtures, the
applied field was increased from 60 to 120 kV/cm in
5 kV/cm steps, using aligned and crossed polarizers.
The large number of maxima and minima described by _ _ _ _30
integers were each related to Em using (4) and then B 1

is calculated using (2). Table 1 lists Em and B and X=633nm
their standard deviations a for all measured concen- BT2 3x 4MV2 24
trations and temperatures. Because the temperature 0 Towater 2

range was from -2.1 to +20.0°C, Table 1 also lists
values normalized to temperature B(T/TO)2 using To=273 _ 8

K as a reference and plotted in Fig. 4. This temper-
ature dependence is used because it is the dominant /

effect from the simple molecular theory of the Kerr N 004 /12
effect [8].

Values of B in mixtures having water 18 to 27% by N W

weight are so small that values of Em exceed the 02 Woter Rich -6 3

breakdown strength of the cell. In this range, Em is / nil >nI <

calculated from (6) with aligned polarizers, assuming 0 cc

that the photomultiplier tube responds linearly with i

light intensity. Glycol Rich

TV 29 0.5 iiC11 >CJ.

E = I - arccos(I/Io)Y51 (7) -

-0.41 I -12

Note in Fig.^4 that the Kerr constant is about zero GlycolW00 80 640 60 80 180

with a mixture 79% glycol, 21% water by weight.

2. Sign of the Kerr Constant
Fig. 4: Kerr constant at X=633 nm of ethylene glycoZ/

Because of the square-law dependence of the lightuWater mixtures as a function of mixture ratio by

intensity in (5), the previous Kerr constant measure- weight. Note that water has a positive Kerr con-
ments can only give the magnitude of the Kerr con- stant whiZe gZycoZ has a negative Kerr constant.
stant B, but not its sign. If B is positive, the in-
dex of refraction parallel to the applied electric
field, n1,. is larger than the refractive index per- The sign of the Kerr constant B is most easily de-

pendicular to the field, nL. This means that the termined by applying a field E=E1/4/=1/(2v'B). For a

speed of light for light polarized along the applied positive Kerr constant, the Kerr cell slow axis is

electric field is slower than if light is polarized parallel to the electric field (nll >nL). Then, with

perpendicular to the electric field. crossed polarizers and with the quarter-wave plate

slow axis parallel to. the electric field, the light
To confirm that ethylene glycol has a negative Kerr intensi inreases to. its maxim wiel wthe ligne

constant, one quarter-wave plate is removed from the plrers the e creases to zero.ai

circular polariscope. The remaining single quarter- the slowiaxis of the qaew eates perpend.I-
* ~~~~~~~~~theslow axis of the quarter'-wave plate iS perpenldi-

wave plate acts like a birefringent retarder element
with phase angle ±ff/2 in series with the Kerr effect culartoste elericeld,a th oppoitheoccurs.With crossed polarizers, applilcatilon of the field
phase angle 4 in (2). The upper positive sign +7/2 Em//i causes the light intensity to decrease to zero,
is used if the quarter-wave slow axis is parallel to while aligned polarizers have the light intensity in-

the applied field, while the negative sign -1/2 is crease to a maximum. If the Kerr constant B is nega-

used if the fast axis is parallel to the applied elec- tive, all cases reverse (nip <n). Now the Kerr cell

tric field. Thus, if the slow and fast axes of slow axis is perpendicular to the electric field.

quarter-wave plate and Kerr cell are aligned, the Then, applying the field Em/4vi with crossed polarizers

total phase difference 4 in (2) is increased by a/2, and with the slow quarter-wave plate axis parallel to

while if slow and fast axes of quarter-wave plate and the electric field, the light intensity goes to zero

Kerr cell are perpendicular, the total phase difference while with aligned polarizers the electric field goes

4 in (2) is decreased by ff/2. Then the net transmitted to its maximum. If the slow axis of the quarter-wave

light intensity is: plate is perpendicular to the electric field, appli-

cation of the field E/V2_ causes the light intensity

sin2[rr(BE2L + 1/4)] (CP))Quarter-wave plate to increase to a maximum with crossed polarizers and

sslow axis parallel to decrease to zero with aligned polarizers. A sum-

cos2 [f(BE2L + 1/4)] (AP) to electric field. mary of all these cases is shown in Fig. 5 for applied

_T (8) field strength less or equal to Em//i for which we

I conclude that water has a positive Kerr constant and
sin2 [arBE2L - 1/4)] (CP) Quarter-wave plate that ethylene glycol has a negative Kerr constant.

2fast axis Darallel
cos2 [a(BE2L - 1/4)] (Afl to electric field. V. KERR ELECT90-OPTIC FIELD

MAPPING; MEASUREMVENTS
In the absence of an electric field, the light inten-
sity in all four cases is the same, at half the maximum Our Kerr electro-optic field mapping measurements
intensity, show that generally stainless steel and copper inject

positive charge, although under some conditions with
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Fig. 5: By aligning fast and slow axes of a quarter wavep2ate with the applied
electric field, the sign of the Kerr constant B is confirmed to be positive
for water and negative for ethylene glycol. The ground for high voltage (EV)
waveforms and photomrutiplier tube (PMT) output is denoted by G. The HV pulse
is negative for the water-rich mixture (left) and for g2ycol-rioh mixture

using aligned polarizers (lower right). A positive HV pulse is used for the

100% glyco2 mixture (upper right). The PMT output becomes more negative as

the light intensity increases.

mixed electrodes they injected negative charge; alum- water (Fig. 7), or bipolar homocharge water (Fig. 12).

inum electrodes only inject negative charge, while All measurements shown here were at low temperatures,

brass electrodes can inject either positive or nega- 5 to 100C, with high water resistivity, 40 to 60 MQ cm

tive charge. Because brass is an alloy of copper and to emphasize space charge effects.

zinc, most likely the positive charge injector is

copper, while zinc injects negative charge, but this In most of the following photographs, the time is

conclusion remains to be confirmed. Thus, by appro- given at the upper right, the instantaneous voltage at

priate choice of electrode material combinations and the lower right, and in Figs. 6, 7, 12, and 14, the

voltage polarity, it is possible to have uncharged initial Marx generator output voltage, whether aligned

water (Fig. 6), unipolar charged positive or negative (AP) or crossed (CP) polarizers, is given at the lower
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left. The actual peak voltage across the water capa- q D (9)
citor is about 10% less than the Marx peak output vol- E E DX e
tage because of the voltage drop across the series
protective 't5 kG water resistor shown in Fig. 1, whose shows that the slope of the electric field distribu-
purpose is to limit the current when breakdown occurs. tion is proportional to the net charge density. As

shown in Fig. 7, positive charge injection results in

Electi-ic Field No Spoce Chorge
_ an electric field that has a positive slope everywhere,

I Uniform Electric FeRd-No Sace Charge .while negative charge has an electric field with nega-
| -

02"s tive slope everywhere. For unipolar injection, the
|___ 63p.s \ iDllini{electiicfield is thus decreased at the charge inject-

- 0'4 |~~~~~~~~~ing electrode, but is increased at the non-charge in-
jecting electrode because the average electric field
must always be v/l. The strongest distortion due to

0ivO3kV unipolar space charge occurs for space charge limited
12OkV AP I0k IOkVAP IO3V

injection at one electrode where the injected charge
Stoinless Steel5 Stoinless Steel '-) Aluminum it/AluminumK9 density is infinite so that the electric field at the

injecting electrode is zero. The electric field at the
non-injecting electrode is then 50% higher than the
average field value [9,10].

Et 8Bs O O as Negative Charge Injectbn'

*1.3kV to~~~~~~~~~.

135 kV AI l?kV 13O1kV P
kV

050 Copper 6/Copper + Bross +/Bross

| a>.O~~~~Lm5m _L25nts O;,5 .

IookV @ 3kV 05k V 0

Stoinless Steel S/Anuminum T Capperf /Atuinnum i: ii tivectv'tn5ion e

1 d: F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ositivt;ChoweInoiectiotti: if;;i;0i;?@fjCA
0,5 .0O

EI:E

Fig. 6: For no space charge, the eZectric field
distribution is uniform at v/l, where v is the in- 0°
stantaneous voZtage and Z is the electrode spacing,
so that the Kerr effect shows uniform light trans- El + +
mission in the intereZectrode gap region. v

E %35 to 36 kV/cm.

0.5 5:
A. Uniform EZectric FieZd .

In the absence of space charge, the electric field Steinles rSCepirst a t:\@/ gt,-
is uniform v/l. Kerr effect measurements, as in Fig. I est;e;s;teX
6, then have a uniform light distribution in the cen- o05
tral interelectrode gap with no dark lines. All elec- - x/4
trode material combinations have no space charge at
early time after a HV pulse is applied, as it takes Fig. 7: The sZope of the electric field distribution
about 500 ps for the charge to migrate to a signifi- is the same as the sign of the injected charge. The
cant distance from the electrodes. eZectric fieZd near the charge injecting electrode

is decreased because of the space charge shielding
However, even at long times, Fig. 6 shows no space while the field is increased at the non-charge in-

charge with the negative electrode, either stainless jecting eZectrode, keeping the average fieZd value
steel or copper, with aluminum as the positive elec- constant at v/Z.
trode.

B. Unipolar Charge Injection

With net charge injection, Gauss's law for a one-
dimensional parallel plate electrode geometry [7]:
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T=8.5-104°C The positive space charge injection from a pair of

p=415-42.9Mnf-m parallel plate stainless steel electrodes as a func-

twxngV.4g115kV tion of time is shown in Fig. 8 not to exhibit any

Algne0Potrnzes crosrePolanzens Aib2nedPozem croPofwrnzerm fluid turbulence. At early times, t<250 ps, the inter-

_+ + electrode light intensity distribution is uniform,
- 0~ ^indicating a uniform electric field. At tt5O0 lis, a

number of dark fringes appear near the positive elec-
trode. The light distribution is uniform in front of

the fringes with the electric field decreasing back to

the positive electrode. A weak field near the posi-
tive electrode and stronger field near the negative
electrode indicates a net positive space charge dis-

_ 2 _ ;j; _ _ -_ * i11||||l tribution near the positive electrode with zero space

charge in the uniform field region. At later times,

Srlll9|lrt |||lbd r s:||l ll177 ||||Eg _ the charge front moves towards the negative electrode.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I :
T =85-9.90C

25
p*429MS2- cmp

_J_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0_-- --- - -0

\2<7~~~~~~~~~~~~~1UVWZwV 7 Z V<
0.75 -

10

00v°x <500PS
w4w UV

7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5OO1s X

1.02 ms °

,MQ* time field1.25 mse

F0v " ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~0.25 1.52msbD

Fig. 8: Kerr effect measurements using stainless x/4

electrodes with aligned and crossed polarizers at

various times after the start of a high voltage
puZse with initial charging voltage of 115 kV
showing positive charge injection.

1. Positive Charge Injection Fig. 9: The eZectric field distribution at various
times for the data in Fig. 8 showing fieZd decrease

Positive charge is injected from the positive elec- at the positive injecting eZectrode and fieZd

trode from a pair of stainless steel or copper elec- increase at the non-injecting electrode at x=Z.

trodes as in Fig. 7. The same is true if copper is

the positive electrode with stainless steel negative. The electric field distribution at the various

However, there is an anomaly when stainless steel is times in Fig. 8 is plotted in Fig. 9. It is conveni-

positive and copper is negative. From our first ent to non-dimensionalize the electric field to the

measurements, we would expect this configuration also instantaneous average field, E=EZ/v, and the position

to have positive injection from the stainless steel coordinate to the gap spacing 5=x/Z.

electrode, but in fact it is bipolar homocharge, as

shown in Figs. 12 and 14. There, the positive charge Note in Fig. 8 that the terminal voltage v listed

injection from the stainless steel electrode gives to the lower right of each photograph decays with

clear fringes, while the negative charge injection time after it has reached crest. In the time interval

from the copper electrode causes electrohydrodynamic 0 to 500 Ps, the non-dimensional electric field at the

motions that blur and smear the fringes together. X=rO electrode drops from 1.0 to %0.4, while at the
opposite x=l electrode, the field rises from 1.0 to

Injected charge sometimes leads to this fluid turbu- >1.1. For later times, the electric field at zt=O re-

lence, which for planar electrodes often persists only mains about constant at K'0.5, while the electric

for a short time interval and then disappears. For the field at .'=1 smoothly increases to greater than 1.3.

coaxial stainless steel cylindrical electrodes shown As a check, for all times the area under the non-

in Fig. 10, fluid motions result in regular convection dimensional electric field curves must be unity. The

cells near the positive electrode, whether inner or non-dimensional charge density is proportional to the

outer cylinder. With time, these cells grow away from slope of the electric field distribution:

the positive electrode. When the polarity is reversed,
these cells appear near the current positive electrode. dE
It is not yet clear whether this convection occurs over = ; q = ql2/cv (10)

the entire electrode length or is due to end effects. d:
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Near x=0, this slope is about three. Using represent- Aluminum Electrodes
ative values of v=100 kV, c=80so, and Z=1 cm, the di- T=5.1- 5.6'C e.=59.4- 61.SMO-lm t-.25rw
mensional charge density is then: Aligned Potarizers Crossed Polorizers Aligned Polarizen Crossed Polarizers

90kVA 90KV

q = qe t 2 C/m3 (11) v
@ vUp

To obtain an estimate of the size of q in (11), we V 428kV 65.8k 625kV

can compare this net charge density to the background 65k V 85kV 95kV 95kV

charge density of the water dissociation products of
hydronium (H+) and hydroxyl (OH-) ions:

H20 - H + OH (12) 473k 1 510kV 74k2 4 kV
,370k V 70kV _~ X 10kV _ 1 OOkV

At T=10C, the equilibrium constant of water, is J 0

equal to the product of ion concentration [11].

K = [H30O][OH] 2.92xl105 (13) 45.4k 480kV 717kV 71 7kV
W /75kV 5kV 105kV

where the bracketed quantities are concentrations in * k *

mole/liter. At equilibrium, each ion has equal con- 0
centration:536 23V 74kV43V 5386kV 2 411F43kV

[H30 ] = [OH-] = 5.40x108 mole/liter (14) 80kV i880k V I DI0kV

By multiplying (14) by Faraday's number, F=96 488 _* *

C/mole and converting liter to m3 (1 liter = 10-3 m3),
the background charge density of each ion is qb=S.21 549kV 82kV 740V770kV
C/in3. Thus, the measured charge density q2%2 C/m3 85kV s V

in (11) is a significant fraction of the background
charge. W

56,S . 62,2kV 88 76 OkV

Stainless Steel
Coaxial Cylindrical Fig. 11: Kerr effect measurements using aZuminum elec-

Coaxial Cylindrical trodes with aZigned and crossed polarizers at in-
Electrodes creasing charging voltages 1.25 ms after the start

Crossed Polarizers of a HV pulse showing negative charge injection.
85 kV

The charging voltage is given at the upper right
Charging Voltage 85 kV and the instantaneous voZtage at the Lower right of

each photograph.

2. Negative Charge Injection

Fig. 7 also shows negative charge injection from the

negative aluminum electrode of a pair of aluminum
electrodes, and from the brass electrode when it is

negative with either a positive copper or aluminum
electrode. Again, we have an anomaly with the copper
electrode because we earlier found it to be a positive
charge injector and thus expect a negative brass/
positive copper electrode combination to inject bi-

polar homocharge.

Fig. 11 shows the negative charge injection from a
pair of aluminum electrodes as a function of voltage

t= 1.52 ms, 67.5 kV t = 777 )us, 65.7 kV at time t=1.25 ms after HV is applied. The Kerr
T =5.2C T =6.0° C fringe patterns are similar to the positive charge in-

p = 60 MR-cm p = 35.3MR-cm jection in Fig. 8, except here the fringes propagate
Outer Electrode + Inner Electrode + out from the negative electrode.

Fig. 10: Kerr eZectro-optic measurements with crossed C. Bipolar Homocharge Injection

poZarizers showing eZectrohydrodynamic instability
emanating from the positive electrode for stainless When positive charge is injected from the positive

steel coaxiaZ cylindrical electrodes with initiaZ electrode and negative charge injected from the nega-

charging voltage of 85 kV. Emt37.3 kV/cm. tive electrode, (9) shows that the electric field dis-
chargngvotagef 85 V. Em2?.S y/cm.tribution has positive slope near the positive elec-

trode and negative slope near the negative electrode.
Since the average electric field remains unchanged,
Fig. 12 shows that the electric field must decrease
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at each electrode rising to a maximum value greater Brass Electrodes

than the average value somewhere in the center of the T = 53-680C

gap. The bipolar homocharge Kerr effect patterns in p=57.3-63.7MQ-cm

Fig. 12 generally show a symmetric set of oval lines, ChargingVoltage 115 kV

as shown for various times in Fig. 13 using brass/
brass electrodes. Here, the fields are weaker near Aligned Polarizers Crossed Polarizers

the electrodes, increasing to a maximum near the cen-

ter, with positive charge near the positive electrode 254F5 264p$

and negative charge near the negative electrode. Also

shown in Fig. 13 are representative voltage and cur-

rent traces. Note the non-exponential character of

the current trace, presumably due to space charge
effects, analogous to reported non-exponential open
circuit voltage decay curves [3].111 kV 10a8kv

__._ _____ ~_ _ '__ ___-_ _____ _11,1.1493vw5 ij 6r w1150
Bipolor Homocharge !niection

_IC.68kV OSkV CP
93,7 kV 29kV

iBross 6 *8'M s- 752Zs _ Bioss 'Ccppes-

r /5k

kV/t_-+_- \ _&_ _gV l_

Blass/Brass052s\

i / i r:6 r k ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~V 558kV

05l ~ ~~~~A2 k C 2 V P_ r 25 m l(imi9jL

COPe, IA/AIsrnS rSe i Stanles Steel ± m-/:umrnoI

|jb965_52F 5 ! t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~6 pkV a!kV

1230kV k6k'V PV

Blass tJAumsuste Sto-eless Steei +49rrs:o -t _ |

xrvso 3,0,15, 3/ 6,r-4 kV_

triofield is decreased at~10boh hageinecin

Fig. 12: With bipoZar homocharge injection, the elec-

triec fied is deereased at bothkharge injectrlg
e iectrodes, aith the peak field in the centraZ gap Fig. 13: BipoZar homocharge injection Kerr fringe

region with average eZectrxe fietd V/Z. patterns using brass electrodes. Note the fZuid
turbulence near the positive electrode and the non-

exponential character of the current trace due to

The fluid turbulence near the positive electrode space charge effects. Generally this fluid turbu-

shown in Fig. 13 generally but not always occurs near 2ence occurs at both electrodes.

both electrodes and seems to be associated with charge

injection. Histories of the highest applied voltages without

D. Effct oSacCarenjctonbreakdown are listed in Table 2. We note that break-
D. Effeets of Space Charge Injection down strengths are generally higher with bipolar in-

We summarize all our results in Fig. 14, with repre- ijection. For example, with brass/aluminum electrodes,

sentative Kerr effect photographs for all electrode the polarity for bipolar injection had a breakdown
combinations at times 0.75 to 1.27 as to allow space strength of J135 kV/cm, while the reverse polarity
chargeatodionstot times.7electric fieldmsitonallowahad negative charge injection with breakdown strength
charge to distort the electric field significantly. h95 to 100 kV/cm. Similarly, stainless steel/aluminum

electrodes had a breakdown strength with bipolar injec-

tion of h140 kV/cm, while the reverse polarity had no
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charge injection with a breakdown strength of ElO0 Reducing the electric field at the electrodes has
kV/cm. This increase in breakdown strength is pre- been previously done by placing conducting fluid
sumably due to the decrease in electric field at both layers adjacent to the electrodes whose electrical
electrodes due to the space charge shielding. The conductivity decreases smoothly as a function of
electric field is increased in the center of the gap, depth into the liquid. In this way, the breakdown
but breakdown does not occur because the intrinsic strength was increased fourfold to 1.5 MV/cm [12-14].
strength of the dielectric is larger than at an inter-
face. Diffusion layers at the electrode surfaces were

formed by slow extrusion of conducting solutions
Approximate values of charge density are also through porous electrodes. Gravitational instability

listed in Table 2, computed using a representative was avoided by placing less dense liquids above higher
Kerr fringe spacing Ax with differential fields density liquids. The lower electrode used aqueous
around fringe n in (9): CuSO4 solution with density slightly higher than

water, while the upper electrode used FeC12 in ethanol

EAE E [/n-+2 - -n] E (15) with density slightly lower than water.

Ax AX Em(5
Such an involved process with attendant mixing

problems is appropriate for laboratory testing but is
Often, but not always, there is some field turbulence not easily applied to a working pulsed power machine.
for a time, associated with charge injection, as The same electrode shielding effect is more easily
evidenced by a smearing and blurring of Kerr fringes. achieved by injecting space charge.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Since the early 1960's, water has been used as the
dielectric in HV pulse lines because of its high per-
mittivity with secondary advantages of low cost and
easy, safe use. Design criteria have modeled the

'0Vp15iV,VA i4NVAP 'kVC 8kV water as a slightly lossy dielectric, simply described

by its permittivity and resistivity. However, there
is significant space charge injection into highly
purified water when HV is applied, causing anomalous
voltage-current characteristics and distortions in the

e _e,, ; ;_electric field. The sign and magnitude of the

charge depends strongly on the electrode material.
(AV Ai A AA C 2,VA,' The most significant case is that of bipolar homocharge

injection, which decreases the electric fields at both
electrodes and thus generally allows higher voltage
operation without breakdown, thereby allowing an in-
crease in stored energy. This increase in stored ener-
gy due to higher voltage operation greatly offsets the

f; ¢v slight additional dissipation due to charge conduction.

. Because we have shown that up to twice as much energy
can be rapidly obtained from a bipolar space charge

capacitor in a pulse power system over that of a space-
charge-free water capacitor, our future work will also

Il.IIbilF sli :extend the earlier developed unipolar analysis to bi-

("P 6.V ~~~~polar charge injection. This analysis will includeA2A,C$ *{)5V -V unipolar conduction as a simple limiting case and will

be valid for any terminal excitation such as a sinu-

Fig. 14: A suwmary of Kerr electro-optic field soidal voltage in time, for use in a pulse-power
mapping measurements at low temperatures 5 to 100C resonant oscillator to examine the effects of injected
with water resistivivities of 40 to 60 Mm cm of no space charge.
charge, unipolar positive or negative charge, and
bipotar homocharge for all eZectrode pair combin- The bipolar analysis will be performed in real time
ations of stainless steel, copper, aZuninum, and in conjunction with measurements trying to find values
brass. of charge mobility and injection constants that pro-

vide a best fit to the time dependency of the measured
electric field distributions and terminal voltage and
current.

The case of stainless steel/brass electrodes exhib-
its bipolar injection for either polarity. When We will take the temporally digitized measured vol-

stainless steel injects negative charge, we have an tage and current waveforms and the spatially digitized
anomaly, as all past measurements showed stainless electric field distribution from an optical multi-
steel to be only a positive charge injector. The channel analyzer and find the values of the unknown
anomalies with copper electrodes may be due to WO.04% parameters in the analysis to give a best fit to the

oxygen present in the metal. Future measurements measurement.
will use oxygen-free copper to check whether the re-
sults change.
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TABLE 2

Summary of the data shown in Fig. 14 with approximate values of charge density q,
a history of the highest applied voltages without breakdown, and a brief
description of fluid turbulence.

Stainless Steel +/Stainless Steel - Aluminum -/Aluminum +
Positive charge injection q+m0.5 C/m3 Negative charge injection q_.-0.8 C/r3
Fluid turbulence near + electrode No fluid turbulence
Breakdown strength: Breakdown strength:
Electrode set 1 11OkV/cm (12 times) llOkV/cm (29 times) 115kV/cm (9 times)

120kV/cm (4 times) 120kV/cm (2 times)
125kV/cm (16 times)

Electrode set 2 115kV/cm (12 times)

Brass +/Brass - Copper +/Copper -

Bipolar homocharge injection q+m1.0 C/m3, q_5-1.3 C/r3 Positive charge injection q+m0.4 C/m3
Fluid turbulence at both electrodes Fluid turbulence near + electrode
Breakdown strength: Breakdown strength:

115kV/cm (9 times) 125kV/cm (10 times) 135kV/cm (24 times)
130kV/cm (1 time) 145kV/cm (2 times)

Stainless Steel +/Aluminum - Stainless Steel -/Aluminum +
Bipolar homocharge injection q+m0.5 C/m3, q_3-0.7 C/m3 No charge injection q-0
Fluid turbulence near - electrode No fluid turbulence
Breakdown strength: Breakdown strength:

125kV/cm (4 times) 105kV/cm (20 times) 1lOkV/cm (1 time)
130kV/cm (14 times)
140kV/cm (2 times)

Brass +/Copper - Brass -/Copper +
Bipolar homocharge injection q+m1.1 C/m3, q_-0.4 C/m3 Negative charge injection q_9-l.0 C/m3
Fluid turbulence near - electrode Fluid turbulence near + electrode
Breakdown strength: Breakdown strength:

110 kV/cm (19 times) 115kV/cm (8 times) llOkV/cm (10 times) 115kV/cm (8 times)
120OkV/cm (1 time)

Stainless Steel +/Brass - Stainless Steel -/Brass +
Bipolar homocharge injection qlm0.7 C/m3, q_.-1.2 C/m3 Bipolar homocharge injection q+.10.8 C/m3, q_=-l.O C/m3
No fluid turbulence Fluid turbulence near - electrode
Breakdown strength: Breakdown strength:

115kV/cm (20 times) 120kV/cm (6 times) 125kV/cm (19 times)

Stainless Steel +/Copper - 3 Stainless Steel -/Copper +
Bipolar homocharge injection q+-0.6 C/m3, q_z-0.7 C/m Positive charge injection q+-0.5 C/m3
Fluid turbulence near - electrode Fluid turbulence near + electrode
Breakdown strength: Breakdown strength:

115kV/cm (19 times) 125kV/cm (2 times) llOkV/cm (19 times) 115kV/cm (3 times)
130kV/cm (1 time)

Brass -/Aluminum + Brass +/Aluminum -
Negative charge injection q_Z-0.8 C/m3 Bipolar homocharge injection q+.0.9 C/m3, q_--0.4 C/m3
No fluid turbulence Fluid turbulence near - electrode
Breakdown strength: Breakdown strength:

90kV/cm (19 times) 95kV/cm (17 times) 125kV/cm (22 times) 130kV/cm (13 times)
135kV/cm (2 times)

Copper -/Aluminum + Copper +/Aluminum -
No charge injection q-0 Bipolar homocharge inj'ection q+m0.3 C/mr, q_-0.7 C/m3
No fluid turbulence No fluid turbulence
Breakrdown strength: Breakcdown strength:

110k:V/cm (20 times) No conclusions to be drawn, as not enough tests done.
100k:V/cm (19 times) 125kV/cm (2 times)
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Future experimental work will examine charge injec- [7] M. Zahn, Electromagnetic Field Theory: A Problem
tion characteristics in other metals, including Solving Approach, Chapters 2-3 (New York: Wiley),
oxygen-free copper, zinc, and graphite, in ethylene 1979.
glycol/water mixtures at low temperature below 00C,
in parallel plate and coaxial cylindrical electrode [8] A. R. von Hippel, Dielectrics and Waves, pp. 264-
geometries. The physical mechanisms of charge injec- 265 (Cambridge, MA: M.I.T. Press), 1966.
tion and the relationship of electrode materials to
the magnitude and sign of injected charge will also [9] M. Zahn, "Transient Drift Dominated Conduction
be studied. The relationship between injected charge in Dielectrics," IEEE Trans. Elec. Insul., Vol.
and electric breakdown strength is also to be deter- EI-12, No. 2, pp. 176-190, April 1977
mined.

[10] M. Zahn, C. F. Tsang, and S. C. Pao, "Transient
It currently appears best to inhibit unipolar charge Electric Field and Space Charge Behavior for

injection that increases the electric field at the Unipolar Ion Conduction," J. App. Phys. 45, pp .
opposite electrode/dielectric interface leading to 2432-2440, 1974.
electrical breakdown and to encourage bipolar homo-
charge injection at the electrodes where injected
charge shields the electrodes, causing a lower field [11] R. C. Weast, Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
at the dielectric/electrode interfaces. Even though 49th ed., pp. D92-93, (Cleveland: Chemical Rubber
this causes the electric field to be larger in the di- Co.), 1968.
electric volume, the intrinsic strength of the dielec- [12] V. V. Vorob'ev, V. A. Kapitonov, E. P. Kruglyakov,
tric is larger than at interfaces. The net effect is and Yu. A. Tsidulko, "Breakdown of Water in a
to allow higher voltage, higher energy operation with- System with 'Diffusion' Electrodes," Sov. Phys.
out breakdown. The ultimate goal is to find di- Tech. .Vol. 25(S) pp. 598-602- 1980.
electric/electrode combinations that allow the highest T P
voltage operation without electrical breakdown. [13] D. D. Ryutov, "'Diffusion' Electrodes for Inves-
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